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T H E A M B L I N G AU S T I N S I N N O RT H A M E R I C A
PART 1 THE MOTORHOME TOUR

The Longest Day	

 	

The hire car picked us up at home in
Moss Vale at 6.30 am on a crisp, foggy
Southern Highlands morning. Despite
the very heavy traffic heading into
Sydney, we arrived at the International
Airport on time for check in but
without much spare time to explore
the duty free outlets:(
Air Canada Flight 34 took off more or
less on time and whisked us away over
the Pacific to Vancouver. By some
miracle that I find hard to fathom, we
landed in Vancouver at about the same
time in the morning of 8 May that our

NORM IN THE AIR

	


	


	


	


	


hire car collected us in the Highlands. I
certainly felt like I had been flying for at
least a day and a night.
We were processed very efficiently
through USA customs, as transit
passengers on going to Seattle.
However, we faced about a four hour
wait for the flight south. It was a small
Dash 8 that we finally boarded for the
45 minutes hop down to Seattle.
Feeling like some very worn out debris
that the cat might have dragged in, we
were collected by a very cheery chap
from our hotel, the Best Western

SUE IN THE AIR

Tuesday 8 May
Rivers Edge at Tukwilla, not far from the
airport. It did not take us long to sag
onto the bed in our room and snooze
for a few hours. In no time at all we
were up again and joined our new
traveling companions for a drink and
then a most entertaining dinner at the
Japanese Sushi and Grill Restaurant in
our hotel.
Our new friends seem like a great
bunch of people and it is going to be
fun getting to know them over the next
several weeks of our adventures
together.

JAPANESE SUSHI GRILL
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S E AT T L E

SEATTLE FROM QUEEN ANN MOUNT
PIKE PLACE MARKETS

After a good nights sleep we were
ready and willing to face whatever
today presented to us; and what a
fabulous day it turned out to be. After
breakfast we joined our tour guide,
Sean, who quickly whisked us through
the Seattle peak hour mayhem and
delivered us to the incredibly HUGE
Boeing complex in the suburb of
Everett. The factory is so huge that,
according to our advice, the entire
complex of Disneyland in LA could be
located inside it. I have forgotten how
many football/baseball fields, ice hockey
rinks etc etc could fit inside, but the
numbers were pretty impressive.
Unfortunately and not surprisingly,

BOEING FACTORY

photography within the factory was
forbidden, but we were escorted to the
huge assembly line where I think I saw
at least 4 and maybe 5 Boeing 777’s in
various stages of construction. We
were then taken to the next part
where the new super light carbon fibre
787’s were in production. i can’t wait
to have a chance to fly in one of those
magnificent new aeroplanes. The
assembly lines were like a modern
version of the old Ford assembly lines,
but so much sleeker, more efficient and
modern.
It was nearly lunch time by the time we
emerged from that huge complex, so
our next stop was out to the

BOEINGS

picturesque boutique winery district of
Woodenville, where we visited the
Chateau St Michelle, with its glorious
gardens of rhododendrons, azaleas,
dogwoods, bluebells, maple trees and
many others that I could not identify.
After a delicious picnic sandwich we
took a short walk around the gardens
and past ponds full of huge rainbow
trout before driving back into the
downtown area of Seattle. The
highlights were the Fishermen’s Wharf,
views of the city from Queen Ann
Mount and finally the wonderful Pike
Place Market, full of characters, colour
and bargains, as well as the

SUE AND JET ENGINE

original Starbucks just outside, where it is possible to buy the original variety of coffee beans first tasted back
then that store was the only Starbucks.
When we arrived back ‘home’ we were delighted to see that our motorhomes had been delivered. We could
not resist racing over and checking them out at once - although we have to wait until tomorrow to find out
which one each of us will be calling home for the next few weeks.

CHATEAU ST MICHELLE
STARBUCKS
FISHERMAN’S MEMORIAL
FISHERMAN’S MARKET
PIKE PLACE MARKET TRADERS TAKING A
BREAK
FRUIT SELLER PIKE PLACE MARKETS

PIKE PLACE MARKETS & SEAFOOD
FLOWERS
FRUIT
SUE BUYING STARBUCKS COFFEE
FAT TYRE BEER
OUR MOTORHOMES

THE GANG

DAVID
JANET
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S E AT T L E TO M O S E S L A K E

BARRY KEOGH, OUR LEADER
(BOB & JANE BEHIND)

The Motorhome orientation process
took all morning. Finally by midday, with
all our goods and chattels on board, we
bravely launched ourselves into the very
busy Seattle traffic heading for Highway
90. Norm has my undying admiration
for the way he managed to steer us
safely through the thick traffic, driving
our huge motorhome on the ‘wrong’
side of the road and coping with the
strange way that lanes kept suddenly
disappearing with little or no warning.
Only one huge truck found it necessary
to demonstrate the decibel levels of his
horn to us.

Soon after escaping Seattle we found
ourselves driving through breath taking
snow-capped mountains and gorges, past
lakes and fast flowing rivers.

We stopped at Turtle Cafe Road House
for a coffee of dubious origins and
toasted sandwiches for lunch. We ran
into a couple of our new motor home
mates - Bob and Jane who were also
ready for a break from the challenges of
driving on the wrong side of the road
and to recover from the traumatic

Once we arrived in Moses Lake, we
headed straight to the enormous
Walmart to stock up with food and
necessary supplies for our journey. It
was overwhelming trying to find
anything in that huge store, and with our
heads spinning we made for the
checkout as soon as possible. By the
time we had set up ‘home’ in the RV
park all we could think of for dinner was
scrambled eggs, tomato and ham washed
down with a soothing ale - not too bad
an end for our first day on the road.

SNOW CAPPED MOUNTAINS

AND LAKES OUT OF SEATTLE

NORM & WELL EARNED COFFEE

Once over the mountains, the
countryside changed suddenly to dry
arid, flat salt bush like country which
reminded us of parts of Australia

experience of navigating the beast of a
motorhome out of Seattle in terrifying
traffic.
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MOSES LAKE - BLUE LAKE - RADIUM SPRINGS

WILD HORSE MONUMENT

We have enjoyed a beaut couple of
days travel since I last wrote We took
the longer route out of Moses Lake,
past an amazing memorial to the wild
horses, and via the awesome Grand
Coulee Gorge and Dam. One of the
most impressive sites was the Dry
Waterfalls and the Coulee Lake below
them. They were once larger than
Niagara Falls I think, but that was a
few years ago, during the last ice age.
We did not linger in the huge city of
Spokane, which we hit right on peak
hour. Once negotiating that
nightmare, we stopped on the

GRAND COULEE GORGE

outskirts of the city for our first
refueling experience. And what an
experience that was! At the first
Service Station that we attempted to
stop at, we realised in the nick of time
that we would not fit under the
awning over the bowsers. We
managed to fit under the awning of
the next Servo, BUT it took us several
attempts and lots of advice from the
cashier to master the secret life of the
fuel bowser. At last, full of fuel we
continued on our way and arrived at
our next RV park - Blue Lake in
Naples. They were already in full

DRY FALLS

swing there with a BBQ, beer and
wine. After taking the time to admire
the late afternoon light and reflections
on the pretty Blue Lake, we soon
joined our travel mates at the BBQ.
The next morning we eased ourselves
into the day, and got away from Blue
Lake by 9.30am headed for the USA/
Canadian border. Not much stress at
the border, we just had to eat (or
throw away) the few apples we had on
board - ate two and disposed of two,
then continued on our way to the
small town of Creston.

GRAND COULEE GORGE

At Creston we found a
farmer’s market where we
bought some Quince Jam,
Blueberry & Rhubarb Jam,
Cheese, Bread and Peanut
Brittle - all locally produced.

our watches back 1 hour
for ‘Mountain Time’, Hence
it was suddenly 3pm and we
still had 230 klms to go to
our next RV camp in
Radium Springs.

We photographed some
huge old wooden grain bins
by the railway in Creston
before continuing on our
way - taking another detour
of course, to Kootenay
Lake. There we saw
breathtaking scenery of
snow capped mountains
reflected on the mirror
lake. We had to stop there
and linger longer over our
picnic lunch beside the lake
and enjoy our beautiful
location.

Along the way we passed
some cute deers with big
ears near the town of
Cranbrook. They were
frolicking beside the road

It was 2pm by the time we
left there and soon after
realised that we had to turn

THE GANG
CRESTO N G RAIN BINS &
MARKETS

Beside Columbia Lake we
found some pretty alpine
phlox blooming in the
meadow.
Despite losing an hour, we
reached our home for the
night at the Canyon RV Park
in Radium Springs in time
for a late ‘fivesies’ and
Barry’s briefing about the
trip tomorrow.

KO OTENAY L AKE

NEAR COLUMBIA LAKE

A LPINE PHLOX

C OLUMBIA L AK E

B LUE LAKE RV PARK , N APLES
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R A D I U M S P R I N G S TO B A N F F

MOUNT ETHELBERT
BEAR FOOTPRINT

Before leaving town we visited the
Radium Hot Springs but they did not
open until midday. The springs looked
just like normal concrete and tile man
made pools.

summer seasons, so we had the place
virtually to ourselves - apart from a
black bear with her two cubs.

Leaving the springs, we took the road
towards the town of Golden. Along
the way we stopped to admire the
mighty Mount Ethelbert, which is higher
than Mount Kosciuszko.
Our next stop was near Golden, where
we explored the ski resort up on
Kicking Horse Mountain. The resort
was closed between the ski and

KICKING HORSE MOUNTAIN

MUM AND CUBS

MOTHER BEAR

Next stop was the pretty, but still
partially frozen Emerald Lake - more
white with emerald glimpses at the
moment. We then continued on to the
Natural Bridge which reminded me of
the mighty Elliott Falls up in the Cape
York region of Australia. Along the way
we saw some magnificent white fluffy
mountain goats grazing beside the road.
Before Banff, we stopped at the picture
postcard Lake Louise. However, it too
was still mostly frozen, so we saw quite
a different scene to the one presented
by the tourist brochures.

KICKING HORSE RIVER

EMERALD LAKE
NATURAL BRIDGE
WHITE MOUNTAIN GOAT
FAIRMONT CHATEAU LAKE LOUISE
LAKE LOUISE
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B ANFF

SULPHUR MOUNTAIN, BANFF

Early in the morning we took
the Gondola up to near the
top of Sulphur Mountain
overlooking Banff.Views from
the top of the ride were pretty
spectacular, but we took the
extra climb up about 300 steps
to the very top for an even
better view all around. It was
well worth the effort.
Banff is a very pretty touristy
town with lots of tempting
shops to spend money in. To

LAKE MINNEWANKA

get away from the tempting
shops we took a drive out to
Lake Minnewanka, where we
saw a magnificent Big Horn
Sheep, as well as Jays, Geese,
Goats and a curious ground
squirrel, which squeaked just
like a bird.
In the evening we joined our
fellow motorhomers and
caught the local bus into town
where we enjoyed a great
night out at the local Irish Pub,

BIG HORNED SHEEP

RV PARK BANFF

BANFF

GROUND SQUIRREL

GOOSE
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B ANFF TO JASPER

BOW LAKE
MOTORHOMES BESIDE BOW LAKE

We retraced our tracks today, back past
Lake Louise where we turned onto the
Ice Fields Highway to Jasper. Our
travels took us through some
breathtaking scenery along the way,
including the frozen Lake Hector, where
we stopped for a cuppa with friends,
Adrian and Jill. Next stop was Crows
Foot Glacier and then Bow Lake which
was also frozen The Lake is the source
of the Bow river, which flows back
through Banff.
The next lake that we encountered,
Lake Mistaya, was by contrast mostly

LAKE HECTOR

unfrozen. In glorious blue/green waters
of the lake we were treated to the
most beautiful reflections of white
snow-capped peaks.
The highway travelled up the
Sascatchewan River Valley to the
Columbian Ice Fields.
We took a ride out to the Athabasca
Glacier on one of the heavy, lumbering
Ice Explorer busses. Because of recent
heavy snow falls the rugged surface of
the glacier was softened by a blanket of

CROWS FOOT GLACIER

snow which covered much of the
craggy ice.
Back at the Athabasca Visitor’s Centre,
Norm and I made friends with a huge
cuddly Canadian Mountie Bear. We
then joined friends, Sean and Lorraine
for lunch before continuing our journey.
On the final leg to our home for the
night at Whistlers RV Park, near Jasper,
we called in to the Tangle Creek Falls
and the very impressive Sunwapta Falls.
The water was roaring over the rocks
so loudly it was deafening.

FROZEN BOW LAKE RESORT

LAKE MISTAYA AND REFLECTIONS
SASCATCHEWAN RIVER
COLUMBIAN ICEFIELDS, JASPER NP
SUE & NORM AT ATHABASCA GLACIER
ATHABASCA GLACIER

NORM, SUE AND MOUNTIE
BEAR
TANGLE CREEK FALLS
CROW
Soon after leaving Sunwapta Falls we came across a black
bear ambling slowly up the hill beside the road. Much to our
relief, he was much more interested in grazing on the new
green shoots than our presence in his territory

SUNWAPTA FALLS
JASPER NATIONAL PARK
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J ASPE R TO MCBRIDE

MOOSE LAKE FROM THE WARMTH
OF OUR MOTORHOME

Our itinerary today involved a short
350 klm drive, so first thing this
morning we headed into Jasper to the
laundromat for a very necessary big
wash - the first of the trip. It was a
great relief to have the pile of washing
reduced to nothing.
It was about midday before we left
Jasper, on a rainy, cold day. We stopped
beside the Moose Lake (not a Moose
to be seen) for lunch, before continuing
on to the Mount Robson Information
Centre. Mount Robson is the tallest
mountain in Canada, but we wouldn’t

MOUNT ROBSON

know because it was covered in very
low lying misty cloud.
Some distance further along, we came
across a very impressive Chainsaw
sculpture of three bears.

pub in town. It was too early for a
beer so we drove back out of town to
the RV Park. Along the road we
encountered several cute deer with the
largest ears I have ever seen.

We took the time to explore the small
town of McBride, before setting up
camp at our home for the night at the
Beaverview RV Park.
A small glass domed tourist train pulled
into the Station/Information Centre at
McBride as we drove up. Nearby is the
very impressive wooden pub - the only

CHAINSAW SCULPTURE

HISTORIC MOUNTAINEER TRAIN
AT MCBRIDE STATION

We arrived in camp early at 3.30 pm, and set up
home in a lovely daisy field beside the Fraser River.
It was great to have time to catch up with blogs,
movies etc before joining our mates for a Weiner
BBQ provided by our lovely camp hosts, Jill and
David.
Once the sun sank however, it soon became cold
despite the fire, so I retreated o our lovely warm
motorhome while Norm partied on with the hardy
stayers (although he claims that he did resist the
temptation of David’s Slivovich)

MCBRIDE STATION
THE PUB AT MCBRIDE
BIG EARED DEER
FRASER RIVER
OUR HOME IN THE MEADOW
DRINKS BESIDE THE BBQ
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MCBRIDE - TUDYAH LAKE VIA PRINCE GEORGE

BEAVERVIEW RV PARK & SNOWY
PEAKS BEHIND PARK

We left Beaverview RV Park early (for
us) at 8.00 am and after a short detour
to the McBride IGA (felt just like
home) we headed for the regal town of
Prince George - the ‘Capital’ of
northern BC. Although not a huge
metropolis, it was busy enough for our
nerves to negotiate in the motorhome.
We soon headed back out to the
highway and quickly found ourselves
surrounded by wonderful forests much more our thing. The weather
started to close in and we drove
through rain, sleet and then snow,

YOUNG MOOSE

which turned the landscape into a
magical fairyland, dusted with white
powder snow. It was awesome.
To add to our excitement, we passed a
small black bear cub (mum must have
been somewhere nearby) and two very
slim Moose, who were more interested
in feeding than in our presence.

Our leader, Barry, soon had a roaring
camp fire set up and we gathered for
‘five-sies’ and shared tales of our travel
experiences of the day.

We continued through flurries of snow
and sleet to our next home, at Tudyah
Lake Provincial Park near McLeod. (If
you blink, you could miss it).
TUDYAH LAKE

YOUNG MOOSE

BIRD BY FROZEN LAKE

SNOWY FAIRYLAND
CHAINSAW SCULPTURE
TUDYAH LAKE RV PARK
TUDYAH LAKE
SWAPPING TALES AROUND THE CAMP FIRE
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T U DYA H L A K E TO C H A R L I E L A K E

SNOWY MORNING TUDYAH LAKE
PEACE RIVER VALLEY

We were thrilled to wake this morning
to a soft white blanket of snow. After
taking lots of photos, we hit the road
early and headed up Pine Pass to
Chetwynd where they hold an annual
chain saw sculpture competition.

wooden chain saw sculptures from
previous years.
Soon after leaving Chetwynd we
stopped beside the Moberley Lake for a
picnic lunch.

Before long, the sky darkened and we
found ourselves driving through soft
snow flakes and a winter wonderland of
snow dusted conifers. It was magic.

Our route then continued along the
awesome Peace River Valley to Charlie
Lake. The scenery was so picturesque,
we stopped often for photo
opportunities.

In Chetwynd we spent some time
wandering past the many amazing

We camped for the night at the Charlie
Lake Rotary RV Park. Much to our

SNOWY TYRE

MORE SNOW

delight ‘The Pub’ was just behind the
park, so most of us adjourned there for
a pub dinner. I enjoyed a delicious
Salmon dish.
After dinner we walked back ‘home’
beside the fabulous wetlands next to
the park. They were full of all sorts of
colourful birds as well as a beaver
which Norm was lucky enough to spot.
We were treated to a beautiful sunset
over the wetland as the sun sank below
the mountains.

CHETWYND CHAINSAW
SCULPTURE

CHAIN SAW SCULPTURES, CHETWYND
MOBERLEY LAKE
THE NEIGHBOURHOOD PUB
CHARLIE LAKE BEAVER
CHARLIE LAKE SUNSET
CHARLIE LAKE BIRD
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CH AR L I E L A KE - FO RT N E L S O N WATSON LAKE

BUCKING HORSE RIVER
PORTABLE LOG CABIN

We headed ‘North to Alaska’ out of
Charlie Lake, on the Alcan Highway.
On the way we drove through lots of
forests and past many timber mills.
There were several businesses making
‘pre fabricated’ log cabins. I would love
to have been able to send one back to
Tony to erect on the block.

stopped for a picnic lunch beside the
curiously named ‘Bucking Horse River’ not a horse in sight. Norm thinks it
was the white horses on the rapids of
the river that were bucking. Maybe.
We could see the snow capped
Northern Rockies in the distance.

The drive from Charlie Lake to Fort
Nelson was long enough and not
terribly picturesque. I think we have
been spoiled by the grandeur that we
have travelled through so far. We

We drove past a huge timber yard as
we entered Fort Nelson. Once we set
up for the night at our Fort Nelson RV
Park we enjoyed a great communal
camp fire in the pleasant company of
our traveling mates. To add to the

BUCKING HORSE RIVER

DISTANT NORTHERN ROCKIES

experience we feasted on fish which
Pete the Fisherman had caught along
the way. Others contributed baked
spuds and salad. A delicious feast
washed down with Canadian Beer and
Aussie Wine.
The next morning, we rose with the
sun at about 4 am and were back on
the road again soon after, knowing that
it was our longest drive for the trip
(560 klms approx)
.

FOREST

Our route today took us through the
glorious northern Rockies. In some
ways I think they are even more
spectacular than what we have already
travelled through. However, when I
think of Banff, Emerald Lake and Lake
Louise it is hard to compare.
It was about morning tea time when we
drove past one enticing sign after
another advertising hot buttery
cinnamon buns. It became too hard to
resist, so we pulled into the ‘best
cinnamon bun bake house ever’ in the
middle of the wilderness on the Alcan
Highway’ at Tetsa RV Park. We enjoyed
the buns, which were huge - one would
have been ample. As I was drinking my
coffee I saw my first moose with
impressive antlers of the trip - although
it was just a stuffed head hanging on the
wall.

hanging off the side mirrors. The bear
pulled the flag off and shredded it. Our
friends were able to take very up close
photos of the bear’s features from the
driver’s seat.
I am pleased to say that we have all
arrived safely in camp at Down Town
RV Park in the mighty metropolis of
Watson Lake - one of the few towns
with NO pub. However, they do have a
Northern Lights Movies Theatre, to
which most of us went, including Arnold
‘Daddy’ Kool, who kept us all awake
with his thundering snores.

THE BEST CIN NAMON
BU N B AKEHOUSE

F RO N T D O O R O F C A F E

Along the way we stopped to watch
fisherman Pete for awhile - glad to say
he bagged a few for the camera.
We canned many more animals today rock sheep, bison, reindeer, black bear
to name a few. However Norm and I
are still waiting for our first grizzly bear.

TETS A RV PARK

One of our mates had a very up close
and personal experience with a grizzly
who took offense at his aussie flag

ROCK SHEEP

Sue capturing a bison
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WATSON LAKE TO WHITEHORSE

YUKON TERRITORY
SIGN POST FOREST WATSON LAKE

Today dawned (very early as usual)
overcast and a little gloomy, but not too
cold. We were off on the road by about
7.30am These long hours of daylight
certainly make sleeping in a difficult
option.
We checked out the incredible Sign
Post Forest in Watson Lake first. There
must be thousands and thousands of
sign posts from all over the world that
travelers have added to the forest over
the years. We could not find one from
Moss Vale, but it could have been

hidden there somewhere. We did spot
an AUSTIN sign, though.

Teslin Lake with its beautiful mountain
reflections was our lunch stop today.
We enjoyed the views for free that one
We drove past more rugged snowcould easily pay a fortune for at some
capped mountains, by more partially
frozen lakes and through more magestic of the exclusive restaurants.
forests of white spruce pines and other I have been looking forward to coming
trees I not yet sure of.
back to Whitehorse for some time,
wondering how it will have changed in
Along the way we stopped for a short
the 27 years since I was last there. It
walk through a Spruce Forest to the
partially snow-covered Rancheria Falls. has certainly spread out more, with
suburban sub divisions reaching out
The forest was beautiful and still, with
almost 15 kilometers or more from
just birdsong and the scurrying of a
town.
small squirrel to listen to, apart from
the roar of the falls themselves.

AUSTIN IN SIGN POST FOREST

NEAR RANCHERIA FALLS

RANCHERIA FALLS

In the town centre there has also been
a lot of development with the quaint
pioneer character of the old rugged
wooden structures of the past dwarfed
by the more modern but sterile
concrete and glass buildings. I was
pleased to see that the quirky high rise
log cabin is still there, but it is now
surrounded by a car park and buildings
that hide it.

TESLIN LAKE

SS KLONDIKE ON YUKON RIVER
WHITEHORSE

TOTEMS AT TES L IN TL IINJIT
MUSEUM

TESLIN LAKE FROM OUR
DINING TABLE

B RIDG E OVER THE YUKON
RIVER

DRIVING INTO THE
PIONEER RV PARK
WHITEHORSE

HIGH RISE L OG C ABIN

MILES C ANYON
WHITEHORSE

